
 

 

 

 

 

Dieze 5504 MD Veldhoven
Rental price per month € 2.000,- excl.

Kenmerken

Price: € 2.000,- excl.

Energy label:

Gas, water & light: Exclusive

Type: Corner house

Location: Residential area

Number of rooms: 4

Number of bedrooms: 3

Year of construction: 1997

Deposit: € 4.000,-

Surface: 109 m²

Land surface: 117

Extra's
  Garden
  Parking
  Storage
  Furnishing
  Balcony
  Garage
  Immediately available
  Lift
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Spacious fully furnished family home with an ideal location and numerous amenities! This beautiful home offers
comfortable and spacious living spread over three floors, with a sunny garden facing Northeast. Be amazed by the
space and light that this home has to offer.

Can also be rented soft furnished!

Ground floor:

Upon entering, you are welcomed into the entrance hall with access to the toilet, the living room, the meter cupboard,
and the staircase to the first floor. The partially tiled toilet is equipped with a sink. The entire ground floor features a
beautiful parquet floor. The spacious living room has a large sliding door at the rear that allows plenty of sunlight and
direct access to the garden. From the living room, you enter the kitchen, equipped with a 4-burner gas stove, extractor
hood, refrigerator, combi microwave, and ample cupboard space.

First floor:

On the first floor, there are two bedrooms, a bathroom, and access to the second floor. The entire floor is fitted with
laminate flooring. The spacious bedroom at the rear of the house has a large wardrobe. The second bedroom is located
at the front of the house. The bathroom is spacious and equipped with a bath-shower combination, sink, and toilet.

Second floor:

The second floor is a spacious attic that can serve as a third bedroom. This attic is equipped with a Velux skylight,
providing plenty of natural light.

Garden:

The garden, located Northeast, features automatic sun blinds, a shed, and a back entrance. A delightful spot to enjoy
outdoor living and spend cozy evenings with family and friends.

Important:

- Available per: 20-5-2024
- The advertised rental price is based upon a rental agreement for a minimum of 12 months.
- Energy costs are not included in the rental price.
- Internet and tv are not included in the rental price.

Brick Vastgoed is the expert in housing for expats in Eindhoven. View all our properties at www.brickvastgoed.nl, the
expert in expat housing.
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